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Recent interest in the achievements of Hermann Grassmann (1809–1877) has been much
stimulated by the celebration of N-centenaries when N takes fashionable values. N = 3/2 of
theﬁrst versionof hisAusdehnungslehre led in 1994both to anEnglish translationof thatwork
and several papers [Grassmann, 1995] and to a lively conference inGermanywith the produc-
tionof two signiﬁcant volumes of proceedings [Schreiber, 1995; Schubring, 1996], whileN = 2
for his birth excited in 2009 a comparably energetic gathering in Potsdam, in time for which
the two books under review were published. In due course its own proceedings will form the
ﬁnal volume in this excellent series, reporting upon not only historical researches but also
some recent applications of Grassmann algebras, for example to computer science.
The biography is an English translation of a book published by the same house as [Petsche,
2006] and reviewed in these pages by [Lewis, 2009]. It was largely based upon the author’s
doctoral dissertation of 1979, although some attention has been paid to research produced
in the interim. The four chapters present HermannGrassmann’s life and work in a somewhat
unusual manner: ﬁrst the entire life; then his main sources of inspiration, especially his father
Justus (1779–1832), his brother Robert (1815–1901), and the Berlin philosopher and
theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768–1834); then Hermann’s place in the history of
mathematics, especially the two versions of the Ausdehnungslehre (1844, 1862) and his work
on the foundations of arithmetic; and ﬁnally a more detailed look at the 1844 theory and its
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century. The tale is not just that of an applied mathematician and physicist; also noted are
Hermann’s remarkable Sanskrit dictionary of theRig Veda poems (1873–1875), and his work
on the German language, plant names, and chemistry education.
On the whole I prefer a biography to exhibit more synchrony than diachrony, which here
leads to several repetitions. But the story is supplemented by boxes of information on special
topics that are handled in nearby text, illustrations of various kinds, especially likenesses, and
a detailed chronology at the end. However, its organization is a little clumsy. Endnotes are
placed at the end of each chapter instead of being gathered together near the end of the book;
furthermore, many of them are just citations of passages from items listed in the (substantial)
bibliography, and sowouldhavebeenmore comfortably communicated either as footnotes or
as references in text placed within brackets. The lack of a subject index is also noticeable.
The author is correct to emphasize the role of Schleiermacher’s philosophy, not only for its
own signiﬁcance but also because it is unusual for a mathematician to be consciously inﬂu-
enced by a philosophy in the formation and development of his theory. Schleiermacher had
advocated amethod of ‘‘dialectics” explicitly diﬀerent from themethod of synthesizing thesis
and antithesis that was promoted by G.W.F. Hegel, his more famous Berlin colleague, but
opponent; in contrast, ‘‘His method is to distinctly deﬁne the opposing elements [of thought
and being] and then to seek their harmonious combination bymeans of a deeper conception”
[Smith, 1911, 333–334], in order both to develop theories of all kinds and to assess them
epistemologically, especially as a means of increasing the certainty of knowledge. Hermann
adapted this methodology to develop his theories in a framework of pairs of pairs of
contrasted notions, such as intension/extension and addition/multiplication (not necessarily
arithmetical); sometimes he used the same pair twice, such as equality/inequality.
The Grassmann family lived in Stettin, then a signiﬁcant Prussian port within the Han-
seatic League (and today the town of Szczecin in Poland); not a backwater, then, but also
hardly a center of culture or science. Their lives were fairly uneventful as school-teachers
(or scholar and publisher in the case of Robert), apart from the political disturbances of
1848, where the brothers not only took a conservative position but also established a local
newspaper to further their cause. The second book under review here is a welcome novelty:
a collection of family documents including also Justus’s brother and Robert’s foster-father
Friedrich (1784–1866), a schools administrator. After a biographical statement on each
ﬁgure (that on Justus written by Hermann, on Friedrich by Robert, and the other two
autobiographical) the documents in each section include letters regarding appointments
or publications, and some letters from Hermann to Robert written in the mid-1830s. Some
of them come from a small but important collection of family materials that had been
handled by Robert at some stage but then disappeared until its recent emergence on the
internet, when it was purchased by Szczecin Town Library; a presentation of the collection
was a highlight of the day of the Potsdam conference that was spent in the town. All
documents are translated into English, usually in a parallel column on the page; several
original folios are illustrated, together with a few likenesses.
At Potsdam I recommended Robert as worthy of further historical research; although he
has received some welcome attention in both books under review and already in
[Schubring, 1996], he is the most neglected of the three. It is known that he worked closely
with his brother at various times; thus greater awareness of him should increase our
understanding of Hermann. But he is a ﬁgure of considerable interest in his own right; less
original and inﬂuential than Hermann but much more proliﬁc and quite extraordinarily
wide-ranging, and an enthusiast for Schleiermacher and the use of pairs of pairs of
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Geba¨ude des Wissens (1881–1900), an 8000-page (sic) detailed classiﬁcation not only of
knowledge of all major kinds but also of the means by which humans come to know it; this
feature, which itself shows traces from Schleiermacher, lends his system several novel
touches relative to those of other large-scale philosophical systematizers such as Christian
Wolﬀ, De´nis Diderot, Auguste Comte, or Andre´-Marie Ampe`re [Grattan-Guinness, 2010].
Early on in its foreword he inserted a long autobiographical footnote that is quoted in the
documents book and might have qualiﬁed for inclusion within it. In contrast to Hermann’s
reserve in print, Robert devoted many books both within and without this project to
proclaiming the truths of Protestant Christianity and examining several parts of Biblical
history. N-centenarophiles should know that N = 2 for Robert’s birth is due in 2015.
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This is a revised version, in English, of a book [Siegmund-Schultze, 1998] originally pub-
lished in German by Vieweg. That version was widely reviewed in German (one of the most
complete reviews is by a fellow historian of the era, Norbert Schappacher [1999]), and also
in English, especially in a magisterial joint review in this journal by David Rowe [2000] (of
two books, the other being [Siegmund-Schultze, 1993]), and in one by Leo Corry [2001] in
